The results of damage threshold measurements made at LLNL using ultraviolet wavelength laser pulses are reviewed. Measurements were made with pulses from a krypton fluoride laser with wavelength of 248 nm and pulse duration of 20 ns and with Nd -glass laser pulses converted to the third harmonic wavelength of 355 nm with duration of 0.6 ns. Measurements are presented for transparent window materials, crystals for harmonic generation, single layer dielectric films of oxide and fluoride materials and multilayer high reflectivity and antireflective coatings.
Introduction
Potential applications of high-power, pulsed, UV lasers in such areas as laser communications and inertial confinement fusion have stimulated studies of damage resistance in bulk materials and thin film coatings for ultraviolet wavelengths and development of improved materials. Work of this nature has been in progress at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) since 1980. During this time, numerous tests have been conducted on materials intended for use at the 248 nm wavelength of krypton fluoride lasers and at the 355 nm, third-harmonic wavelength of Nd -doped glass or crystalline host lasers. This paper summarizes the data from these experiments.
For a more detailed description of each experiment, the original references should be consulted.
In the following sections we review the apparatus and experimental methods used to measure damage thresholds, the results obtained from measurements at 248 nm using 20 ns duration pulses and at 355 nm using 0.6 ns pulses and finally the limited data available on the variation in damage thresholds as a function of pulse duration from 0.6 ns to 20 ns at 355 nm wavelength.
All experiments on thin film coatings were a joint effort by Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc. (OCLI) and LLNL. Coatings were deposited by OCLI.
Damage threshold measurements were made at LLNL and other measurements of physical and optical properties of the coatings were made at OCLI.
The data reviewed in this paper represent the current state of ongoing materials development and testing.
It is premature to draw definite conclusions about the ultimate potential of the materials, surface preparation techniques or coating deposition methods.
Experimental procedures
Threshold measurements reviewed here were made with 20 ns, 248 nm pulses from a KrF laser, or with 355 nm pulses produced by third harmonic generation of 1064 nm pulses from a Nd -glass laser.
Crystals of potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) were used for the harmonic generation process. The experimental arrangement for the measurement of damage thresholds is illustrated in The sample was placed upstream of the beam waist at a position where the beam diameter was 1 -3 mm.
The focused beam was divided to form diagnostic beams which were directed into a calorimeter, which measured the laser pulse energy, and to one or more devices which recorded the intensity distribution of the pulse.
All diagnostics and the damage test sample were placed equidistant from the focusing lens, so the beams incident on the diagnostic devices were identical in size and shape to the beam incident on the sample.
The fluence distribution in the focused 355 nm beam was uniform and centrosymmetric, but the shape of the beam varied with beam intensity due to nonlinearities in gain saturation of laser amplifiers and in harmonic conversion.
The fluence distribution for each shot was recorded by a silicon vidicon. Peak fluence in the distribution was computed by normalizing the fluence distribution so that its integral agreed with the measured pulse energy.
Integration was done numerically, and was therefore insensitive to the exact shape of the beam, provided that the beam was large relative to the 80 um Introduction Potential applications of high-power, pulsed, UV lasers in such areas as laser communications and inertial confinement fusion have stimulated studies of damage resistance in bulk materials and thin film coatings for ultraviolet wavelengths and development of improved materials. Work of this nature has been in progress at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) since 1980. During this time, numerous tests have been conducted on materials intended for use at the 248 nm wavelength of krypton fluoride lasers and at the 355 nm, third-harmonic wavelength of Nd-doped glass or crystalline host lasers. This paper summarizes the data from these experiments. For a more detailed description of each experiment, the original references should be consulted.
All experiments on thin film coatings were a joint effort by Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc. (OCLI) and LLNL. Coatings were deposited by OCLI. Damage threshold measurements were made at LLNL and other measurements of physical and optical properties of the coatings were made at OCLT.
The data reviewed in this paper represent the current state of ongoing materials development and testing. It is premature to draw definite conclusions about the ultimate potential of the materials, surface preparation techniques or coating deposition methods.
Threshold measurements reviewed here were made with 20 ns, 248 nm pulses from a KrF laser, or with 355 nm pulses produced by third harmonic generation of 1064 nm pulses from a Nd-glass laser. Crystals of potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) were used for the harmonic generation process. The experimental arrangement for the measurement of damage thresholds is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The incident beam was focused by a lens with focal length of 4-6 m. The sample was placed upstream of the beam waist at a position where the beam diameter was 1-3 mm. The focused beam was divided to form diagnostic beams which were directed into a calorimeter, which measured the laser pulse energy, and to one or more devices which recorded the intensity distribution of the pulse. All diagnostics and the damage test sample were placed equidistant from the focusing lens, so the beams incident on the diagnostic devices were identical in size and shape to the beam incident on the sample.
The fluence distribution in the focused 355 nm beam was uniform and centrosyrometric, but the shape of the beam varied with beam intensity due to nonlinearities in gain saturation of laser amplifiers and in harmonic conversion. The fluence distribution for each shot was recorded by a silicon vidicon. Peak fluence in the distribution was computed by normalizing the fluence distribution so that its integral agreed with the measured pulse energy. Integration was done numerically, and was therefore insensitive to the exact shape of the beam, provided that the beam was large relative to the 80 ym 
Laser damage experiment.
Beam was focused by lens (L) with focal length of 4 -6 m onto the sample(s). Diagnostic beams reflected from the surfaces of the wedged splitter (W) were incident on a calorimeter (C), a vidicon camera (V), and onto both Polaroid film and Kodak 1 -z emulsions.
spatial resolution of the vidicon.
Fluence measurements at 355 nm are typically accurate to ± 5 %.
In 248 nm experiments, the beam incident on the sample was 2 mm in diameter at a -2 in intensity, but the fluence distribution contained smaller diameter regions of higher intensity. Fluence in these hot spots was constant to within 5% over areas not less than 0.1 mm in diameter. The fluence distribution for each laser pulse was recorded on Kodak 1 -Z spectroscopic emulsion, and the absolute fluence for each shot was computed by the same normalization procedure described for 355 nm beams. Fluence measurements at 248 nm were typically accurate to about 10 %.
In experiments at both 248 nm and 355 nm, each site on a sample was irradiated only once.
A Nomarski microscope was used to photograph each test site (at magnification of 100 -400) before and after it was irradiated. Test sites were also visually inspected with both Nomarski and either bright -field or dark -field microscopy, and with the unaided eye using backlighting with white light. Surface damage was defined to be a permanent alteration of the surface detectable by these inspections.
In some tests of window materials, bulk damage occurred at fluences below normal surface damage thresholds. Bulk damage consisted of isolated microfractures which were visible when irradiated with a beam from a I-ie -Ne laser or with intense white light.
Damage thresholds were taken to he the average of the highest fluence that caused no damage and the lowest fluence causing damage. For most samples the boundary between damaging and nondamaging fluences was sharply defined and thresholds could he determined within 10 -15% by using only 5 -10 shots per sample. In a few of the coatings, defects which damaged at the lowest fluence were separated by a distance comparable to the beam diameter.
For these samples, damaging and nondamaging fluences were sometimes intermingled over a fluence range as large as 30% of the threshold fluence.
nm damage threshold results
Fused silica and UV transmitting borosilicate glass Rainer et. al.l reported threshold measurements for five samples of Suprasil II fused silica, from Iieraeus-Amersil, Inc., one sample of 7940 fused silica, from Corning Glass Works, Inc., and one sample of a UV-transmitting glass, UVFK54, from Schott Class Technologies, Inc. Maximum nondamaging fluences for the fused silica samples were set by the thresholds for rear surface damage, which ranged from 5 to 9 J /cm2. Front surface damage thresholds ranged from 8 -13 J /cm2, and the only incidence of hulk damage was self-focusing tracks induced in the 7940 sample at fluences above the threshold for rear surface damage.
Bulk damage was a limiting problem in the UVFK54 in which color centers were induced in single shots at fluences as low as 2 J /cm2.
One fused silica sample was repolished with high purity Zr02 and another was bowl -feed pol.ishedz with CeO2, but thresholds for these samples were comparable to those of surfaces fabricated by conventional fresh -feed polishing with. Ce02. Figure 1 . Laser damage experiment. Beam was focused by lens (L) with focal length of 4-6 m onto the samplefs). Diagnostic beams reflected from the surfaces of the wedged splitter (W) were incident on a calorimeter (C), a vidicon camera (V), and onto both Polaroid film and Kodak 1-z emulsions.
spatial resolution of the vidicon. to ± 5%.
Fluence measurements at 355 nm are typically accurate
In 248 nm experiments, the beam incident on the sample was 2 mm in diameter at e~2 in intensity, but the fluence distribution contained smaller diameter regions of higher intensity. Fluence in these hot spots was constant to within 5% over areas not less than 0.1 mm in diameter. The fluence distribution for each laser pulse was recorded on Kodak 1-Z spectroscopic emulsion, and the absolute fluence for each shot was computed by the same normalization procedure described for 355 nm beams. Fluence measurements at 248 nm were typically accurate to about 10%.
In experiments at both 248 nm and 355 nm, each site on a sample was irradiated only once. A Nomarski microscope was used to photograph each test site (at magnification of 100-400) before and after it was irradiated. Test sites were also visually inspected with both Nomarski and either bright-field or dark-field microscopy, and with the unaided eye using backlighting with white light. Surface damage was defined to be a permanent alteration of the surface detectable by these inspections. In some tests of window materials, bulk damage occurred at fluences below normal surface damage thresholds. Bulk damage consisted of isolated microfractures which were visible when irradiated with a beam from a He-Ne laser or with intense white light.
Damage thresholds were taken to be the average of the highest fluence that caused no damage and the lowest fluence causing damage. For most samples the boundary between damaging and nondamaging fluences was sharply defined and thresholds could be determined within 10-15% by using only 5-10 shots per sample. In a few of the coatings, defects which damaged at the lowest fluence were separated by a distance comparable to the beam diameter. For these samples, damaging and nondamaging fluences were sometimes intermingled over a fluence range as large as 30% of the threshold fluence.
nm damage threshold results
Fused silica and UV transmitting borosilicate glass Rainer et. al.l reported threshold measurements for five samples of Suprasil II fused silica, from Heraeus-Amersil, Inc., one sample of 7940 fused silica, from Corning Glass Works, Inc., and one sample of a UV-transmitting glass, UVFK54, from Schott Glass Technologies, Inc. Maximum nondamaging fluences for the fused silica samples were set by the thresholds for rear surface damage, which ranged from 5 to 9 J/cro?-. Front surface damage thresholds ranged from 8-13 J/cm^, and the only incidence of bulk damage was self-focusing tracks induced in the 7940 sample at fluences above the threshold for rear surface damage. Bulk damage was a limiting problem in the UVFK54 in which color centers were induced in single shots at fluences as low as 2 J/cm2.
One fused silica sample was repolished with high purity ZrO? and another was bowl-feed polished^ with Ce02, but thresholds for these samples were comparable to those of surfaces fabricated by conventional fresh-feed polishing with Ce02
Fluoride crystals Six single-crystal samples of LiF were tested, as well as 13 fine -grained polycrystalline samples made by press forging. Both types of samples were cut from four different boules to avoid biasing the data to the characteristics of an individual boule. Fig. 2 shows individual and median damage thresholds for these samples. Thresholds for rear-surface damage of the single -crystal samples could not be determined because the surfaces had a high density of polishing scratches.
The damage morphology of both single crystals and forged crystals suggested that the surface absorption of these samples was spatially homogeneous. Damage at fluences slightly above threshold, produced a uniform alteration of the surface, possibly melting and recrystallization. At fluences well above threshold, surface damage in the forged crystals consisted of cracks and pits.
Three CaF2 crystals were also tested, as well as one sample each of MgF2, BaF2 and NaF.
Thresholds for these samples are given in Fig. 3 .
To allow easy comparison of thresholds of all the fluoride crystals tested, Fig. 3 also shows the median and range of thresholds of the LiF crystals.
The threshold surface -damage morphology varied for each sample, but in general consisted of highlighting existing surface defects and polishing scratches. Only for MgF2 and NaF did the bulk threshold for damage exceed the threshold for front -surface damage.
Except for one CaF2 crystal, which had an unusually low threshold, and the BaF2 crystal, rear -surface thresholds of these additional fluorides are comparable to those of LiF crystals.
Three of the samples, one each of MgF2, BaF2 and ylF2, had been tested earlier using 266 nm pulses with durations of 0.1 and 0.7 ns.-Those thresholds and the 20 ns, 248 nm thresholds are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of pulse duration.
The slopes of the straight -line fits to these few data points indicate that these front-surface thresholds increase as the square root of the pulsewidth. 
-90
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KDP and isomorphs
Threshold measurements were made on four potassium dideuterium phosphate (KD *P) crystals, and one crystal each of KPP and of aluminum dihydrogen phosphate (ADP).l These crystals are mechanically soft and difficult to polish, and all surfaces tested had a high density of polishing scratches that could he observed with a Nomarski microscope. Front surface thresholds of these crystals, shown in Fig. 5 , ranged generally from 3 to 5 J /cm2 although the threshold of the KDP sample was greater than 6 J /cm2. This result can he compared with the surface threshold of a KDP crystal that was measured earlier with 0.7 ns, 266 nm pulses, 6.5 ± 1.4 J /cm2.3 Since thresholds for 248 nm and 266 nm pulses should be approximately equal, the available data suggest that UV thresholds of KDP are approximately constant over the range of pulse durations from 0.7 ns to 20 ns. Fluoride crystals Six single-crystal samples of LiF were tested, as well as 13 fine-grained polycrystalline samples made by press forging. Both types of samples were cut from four different boules to avoid biasing the data to the characteristics of an individual boule. Fig. 2 shows individual and median damage thresholds for these samples. Thresholds for rear-surface damage of the single-crystal samples could not be determined because the surfaces had a high density of polishing scratches.
Three CaF2 crystals were also tested, as well as one sample each of MgF2, BaF2 and NaF. Thresholds for these samples are given in Fig. 3 . To allow easy comparison of thresholds of all the fluoride crystals tested, Fig. 3 also shows the median and range of thresholds of the LiF crystals. The threshold surface-damage morphology varied for each sample, but in general consisted of highlighting existing surface defects and polishing scratches. Only for MgF2 and NaF did the bulk threshold for damage exceed the threshold for front-surface damage. Except for one CaF2 crystal, which had an unusually low threshold, and the BaF2 crystal, rear-surface thresholds of these additional fluorides are comparable to those of LiF crystals.
Three of the samples, one each of MgF2, BaFp and CaF2, had been tested earlier using 266 nm pulses with durations of 0.1 and 0.7 ns.-Those thresholds and the 20 ns, 248 nra thresholds are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of pulse duration. The slopes of the straight-line fits to these few data points indicate that these front-surface thresholds increase as the square root of the pulsewidth. 
KDP and isoroorphs
Threshold moasurements were made on four potassium dideuterium phosphate (KD*P) crystals, and one crystal each of KDP and of aluminum dihydrogen phosphate (ADP).1 These crystals are mechanically soft and difficult to polish, and all surfaces tested had a high density of polishing scratches that could be observed with a Nomarski microscope. Front surface thresholds of these crystals, shown in Fig. 5 , ranged generally from 3 to 5 J/cm2 although the threshold of the KDP sample was greater than 6 J/cm< . This result can be compared with the surface threshold of a KDP crystal that was measured earlier with 0.7 ns, 266 nm pulses, 6.5 ± 1.4 J/cm 2 .3 Since thresholds for 248 nm and 266 nm pulses should be approximately equal, the available data suggest that UV thresholds of KDP are approximately constant over the range of pulse durations from C.7 ns to 20 ns. Multilayer coatings containing scandium oxide Ia a survey conducted by the Naval Weapons Center of coating materials for the XeF laser (353 nm wavelength), high reflectivity coatings of scandium oxid9 (Sc203) and magnesium fluoride (MgF2) exhibited relatively high damage resistance.g Damage thresholds at 248 nm of laser coatings containing Sc203 were subsequently studied in detail by LLNL and OCLI.5
The two types of laser coatings studied were high reflectivity (HR) coatings and anti -reflection (AR) coatings.
Coating designs and deposition methods which had proven effective for lum laser coatings were used in this study.627 The effects of combining Sc203 with both silica (Si02) and MgF2 were investigated. The studies of HR coatings included the effects of overcoat layers, substrate materials, deposition temperature, and number of layers in the coatings. For AR coatings, the effects of undercoat layers and choice of low index material were tested. A large number of coatings were tested to determine the reproducibility of results. With optimum coating designs and deposition conditions, the damage thresholds of both HR and AR coatings were consistently above 6 J /cm2 for 248 nm, 20 ns pulses. 
Multilayer coatings containing scandium oxide
I#i a survey conducted by the Naval Weapons Center of coating materials for the XeF laser (353 nm wavelength}, high reflectivity coatings of scandium oxide (Sc203) and magnesium fluoride (MgF2) exhibited relatively high damage resistance.^ Damage thresholds at 248 nm of laser coatings containing Sc20o( were subsequently studied in detail by LLNL and OCLI.5
The two types of laser coatings studied were high reflectivity (HR) coatings and anti-reflection (AR) coatings. Coating designs and deposition methods which had proven effective for lym laser coatings were used in this study.°>7 The effects of combining SC203 with both silica (Si02) and MgF2 were investigated. The studies of HR coatings included the effects of overcoat layers, substrate materials, deposition temperature, and number of layers in the coatings. For AR coatings, the effects of undercoat layers and choice of low index material were tested. A large number of coatings were tested to determine the reproducibility of results. With optimum coating designs and deposition conditions, the damage thresholds of both HR and AR coatings were consistently above 6 J/cm^ for 248 nm, 20 ns pulses.
High reflectivity coatings. The HR coating design consisted of 19 quarterwave -thick layers of Sc203 /MgF2, although some 31 layer designs were also tested. All coatings were deposited by electron beam evaporation. Each of the coatings was deposited on both conventionally polished fused silica and BK -7 glass substrates at substrate temperatures of 150 C and 250 C. To test the effect of overcoat layers, halfwave -thick overcoats of either MgF2 or Si02 were added to the top of the quarterwave stacks of some samples. These overcoat layers did not change the reflectivity or the electric field distribution in the HR stack, but have been shown to increase damage thresholds for 1pm coatings.
A total of 45 HR coatings were tested as part of this study:
15 without overcoat, 15 with MgF2 overcoat, and 15 with Si02 overcoat. The coatings were deposited in five separate runs of nine samples each. In each run, the basic 19 layer (or 31 layer) coating was deposited simultaneously on all nine substrates.
Then six substrates were covered with masks and the halfwave MgF2 overcoat was added to three of the substrates. These three were then covered and the Si02 overcoat was added to three of the remaining six samples. Thus, the only difference between the coatings in each run was the overcoat.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the dependence of the measured damage thresholds of HR coatings on substrate material, deposition temperature, and type of overcoat layer. Overcoat layers had the most pronounced effect on damage thresholds. All films without an overcoat had thresholds below 4 J /cm2, while all with an overcoat had thresholds above 4 J /cm2. The median thresholds for nonovercoated and overcoated films were 3.1 J /cm2 and 6.3 J /cm2, respectively.
Among overcoated films, the median threshold for coatings with MgF2 overcoats was 20% greater than the median threshold for Si02 overcoats. Antireflection coatings. A total of twenty -four AR coatings were tested as part of this study: twelve each of two material combinations Sc201/MgF2 and Sc203 /Si02. The coatings were made in four separate runs of six parts each.
Coatings were deposited on bowl -feed polished fused silica at a substrate temperature of 150 C. The effect of an undercoat layer on damage resistance was also tested. A halfwave -thick layer of either MgF2 or Si02 was deposited between the AR coating and the substrate of some of the samples.
This layer did not affect the electric field distribution either in the four -layer AR coating or at the substrate interface, but has been shown to be effective in increasing damage thresholds in earlier work.6 Movable masks in the coating chamber allowed the undercoat layers to be deposited on their respective parts and then the AR coating to be deposited simultaneously on all the parts.
The reflectivities of Sc203 /MgF2 AR. coatings were below 0.1% at 248 nm. Those of Sc203 /Si02 films were between 0.15 and 0.2 %.
Even though the AR coatings were deposited on fused silica substrates, they did not exhibit the crazing observed in HR films on fused silica. High reflectivity coatings. The HR coating design consisted of 19 quarterwave-thick layers of Sc2<>3/MgF2, although some 31 layer designs were also tested. All coatings were deposited by electron beam evaporation. Each of the coatings was deposited on both conventionally polished fused silica and BK-7 glass substrates at substrate temperatures of 150 C and 250 C. To test the effect of overcoat layers, halfwave-thick overcoats of either MgF2 or Si02 were added to the top of the quarterwave stacks of some samples. These overcoat layers did not change the reflectivity or the electric field distribution in the HR stack, but have been shown to increase damage thresholds for lym coatings. 6
A total of 45 HR coatings were tested as part of this study: 15 without overcoat, 15 with MgF2 overcoat, and 15 with Si02 overcoat. The coatings were deposited in five separate runs of nine samples each. In each run, the basic 19 layer (or 31 layer) coating was deposited simultaneously on all nine substrates. Then six substrates were covered with masks and the halfwave MgF2 overcoat was added to three of the substrates. These three were then covered and the Si02 overcoat was added to three of the remaining six samples. Thus, the only difference between the coatings in each run was the overcoat.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the dependence of the measured damage thresholds of HR coatings on substrate material, deposition temperature, and type of overcoat layer. Overcoat layers had the most pronounced effect on damage thresholds. All films without an overcoat had thresholds below 4 J/cm^, while all with an overcoat had thresholds above 4 J/cm^. The median thresholds for nonovercoated and overcoated films were 3.1 J/cm^ and 6.3 J/cm^, respectively. Among overcoated films, the median threshold for coatings with MgF2 overcoats was 20% greater than the median threshold for Si02 overcoats. Antireflectipn coatings. A total of twenty-four AR coatings were tested as part of this study:twelve each of two material combinations Sc203/MgF2 and Sc203/SiC>2. The coatings were made in four separate runs of six parts each. Coatings were deposited on bowl-feed polished fused silica at a substrate temperature of 150 C. The effect of an undercoat layer on damage resistance was also tested. A haIfwave-thick layer of either MgF2 or Si02 was deposited between the AR coating and the substrate of some of the samples. This layer did not affect the electric field distribution either in the four-layer AR coating or at the substrate interface, but has been shown to be effective in increasing damage thresholds in earlier work.^ Movable masks in the coating chamber allowed the undercoat layers to be deposited on their respective parts and then the AR coating to be deposited simultaneously on all the parts.
The reflectivities of Sc203/MgF2 AR coatings were below 0.1% at 248 nm. Those of Sc203/Si02 films were between 0.15 and 0.2%. Even though the AR coatings were deposited on fused silica substrates, they did not exhibit the crazing observed in HR films on fused silica.
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Damage thresholds of the AR coatings are shown in Fig. 8 .
The only variable which significantly increased damage thresholds was the presence or absence of undercoats. Averaged over all coatings made in four runs, improvements with Si02 and MgF2 undercoats were 387 and 17% respectively.
There was no significant difference between damage thresholds of Sc203 /MgF2 and Sc203 /Si02 coatings.
The Sc203 /Si02 films had a wider range of threshold,, and those with Si02 undercoats had the highest median threshold (6.1 J /cm ) of all the AR coatings and undercoat combinations tested.
Reproducibility of AR coating thresholds was also good. In each run six coatings were deposited, two each of three designs. For the pairs of identical coatings made in each run, thresholds varied, on the average, by only F %.
Fach deposition was repeated, providing a total of four coatings of each design.
The average variation in thresholds among these sets of four coatings was 12 %. Lengthy studies of a few materials, as described in the preceding section, allow optimization of the deposition parameters for these materials, and provide an adequate data hase to evaluate the coatings. Powever, time and expense limits the number of such studies that can be performed. The following materials survey was conducted with the goal to identify materials with best performance. In particular, we were interested to see if relationships existed between damage thresholds of coatings and other physical or optical properties which could guide the selection of optimum materials.
Both single layer coatings and multilayer high reflectivity coatings were tested.8 Single layers are easily deposited, so many materials can he quickly prepared.
The damage thresholds of single layer films may, however, be affected by the substrate. Damage thresholds of PR coatings are not affected by the substrate.
All coatings were deposited by electron -beam evaporation of the materials onto fused silica substrates that had been bowl -feed polished at OCLI. For single layer films, the refractive index, absorption, stress, environmental stability and the position of the UV handedge were measured at OCLI.
Index of refraction for the individual coating materials was calculated from the measured reflectance and transmittance of thick, single -layer films.
The absorption coefficient of a film material was measured by coating a halfwave thick layer of the material on a high reflector and measuring the decrease in reflectance. Film stress was determined by interferometric measurement of the stress -induced flexure of coated substrates 0.38 mm in thickness. The absorption edge was defined to be the wavelength at which the transmission of a coating with a 1.5 im optical thickness was 50 %.
Since transmission measurements could not be made at wavelengths below 200 nm, the hand edge could not be measured in some films.
The films were subjected to an environmental evaluation consisting of standard abrasion and adhesion tests and 24 hours of exposure to high humidity.
Physical and optical properties measured for the halfwave -thick films are given in Table 1 .
The attenuation coefficient k (imaginary part of the complex index of refraction n +ik) was generally small in the fluorides, except for Na3Al.F6 and NaF, and large in the oxides, except in A1203 and Si02, which have absorption edges below 200 nm. Damage thresholds of the AR coatings are shown in Fig. 8 . The only variable which significantly increased damage thresholds was the presence or ahsence of undercoats. Averaged over all coatings made in four runs, improvements with SiO? and MgF2 undercoats were 38% and 17% respectively.
There was no significant difference "between damage thresholds of Sc2C>3/MgF2 and Sc 2°3/ si°2 coatings. The Sc^C^/SiOp films had a wider range of thresholds, and those with SiOp undercoats had the highest median threshold (6.1 J/cm?) of all the AR coatings and undercoat combinations tested.
Reproducibility of AR coating thresholds was also good. In each run six coatings were deposited, two each of three designs. For the pairs of identical coatings made in each run, thresholds varied, on the average, by only 6%. Each deposition was repeated, providing a total of four coatings of each design. The average variation in thresholds among these sets of four coatings was 12%. Lengthy studies of a few materials, as described in the preceding section, allow optimization of the deposition parameters for these materials, and provide an adequate data base to evaluate the coatings. However, time and expense limits the number of such studies that can be performed. The following materials survey was conducted with the goal to identify materials with best performance. In particular, we were interested to see if relationships existed between damage thresholds of coatings and other physical or optical properties which could guide the selection of optimum materials.
Both single layer coatings and multilayer high reflectivity coatings were tested.^ Single layers are easily deposited, so many materials can be quickly prepared. The damage thresholds of single layer films may, however, be affected by the substrate. Damage thresholds of HR coatings are not affected by the substrate.
All coatings were deposited by electron-beam evaporation of the materials onto fused silica substrates that had been bowl-feed polished at OCLI. For single layer films, the refractive index, absorption, stress, environmental stability and the position of the UV bandedge were measured at OCLI. Index of refraction for the individual coating materials was calculated from the measured reflectance and transmittance of thick, single-layer films. The absorption coefficient of a film material was measured by coating a halfwave thick layer of the material on a high reflector and measuring the decrease in reflectance. Film stress was determined by interferometric measurement of the stress-induced flexure of coated substrates 0.38 mm in thickness. The absorption edge was defined to be the wavelength at which the transmission of a coating with a 1.5 vim optical thickness was 50%. Since transmission measurements could not be made at wavelengths below 200 nm, the band edge could not be measured in some films. The films were subjected to an environmental evaluation consisting of standard abrasion and adhesion tests and 24 hours of exposure to high humidity.
Physical and optical properties measured for the halfwave-thick films are given in Table 1 . The attenuation coefficient k (imaginary part of the complex index of refraction n+ik) was generally small in the fluorides, except for Na3Al.F^ and NaF, and large in the oxides, except in A1203 and SiC>2, which have absorption edges below 200 nm. Two oxide materials, Mg0 and A1203, failed the environmental test. While it has traditionally been difficult to control deposition of MgO, failure of A1201 is unusual.
Single layer films. Halfwave thick layers of 15 oxide and fluoride films were deposited. Most of the coatings had good cosmetic appearance and contained only isolated defects with typical dimensions of 1 um.
There were however some exceptions. Films of YF3 crazed, presumably due to high stress. Some areas on Na3A1F6 films were clear, but other areas had a streaked appearance. Films of both Zr02 and NaF were hazy. This appearance is atypical of Zr02.
The damage thresholds measured for two samples of each material are given in Fig. 9 . Thresholds ranged from less than 1 J/cniL in Zr02, which is comparable to the damage fluence for some metallic films, to 25 J /cm2 in ThF4, which is about twice the front -surface threshold of bare, polished fused silica.1
This result is unusual because thresholds of coated surfaces rarely exceed those of hare surfaces. Thresholds were largest in the films with low refractive index, which (excepting Si02) were all fluorides. Thresholds were also largest in films with low absorption, which were generally the low index films with handedges below 200 nm.
In fact, the correlation between absorption and thresholds was sufficiently strong to suggest that the apparent correlation between threshold and index is accidental. NaF was an exception, being very absorptive, but having a moderately large threshold and scatter.
No correlation was observed between stress and damage threshold.
Our results are generally similar to those of Newnam and Cill° who used 22 ns, 266 nm pulses to test single layers of six oxide materials and three fluoride materials, and those of Walker, et.al.,1u who tested films of six oxides and three fluorides with 15 ns, 266 nm pulses. Among these three studies, both the ordering and actual threshold values vary considerably, confirming that it is difficult to establish true comparisons of materials in thin -film form.
The general correlation between high thresholds and low refractive indices is present in all three studies. This correlation was first ob erved by Turner,11 and later developed into the form of a scaling law by Bettis, et Single layer films. Halfwave thick layers of 15 oxide and fluoride films were deposited. Most of the coatings had good cosmetic appearance and contained only isolated defects with typical dimensions of 1 ym. There were however some exceptions. Films of YF3 crazed, presumably due to high stress. Some areas on Na3AlF^ films were clear, but other areas had a streaked appearance. Films of both ZrOp and NaF were hazy. This appearance is atypical of The damage thresholds measured for two samples of each material are given in Fig. 9 . Thresholds ranged from less than 1 J/cm°-in ZrOp , which is comparable to the damage fluence for some metallic films, to 25 J/cro^ in ThF4, which is about twice the front-surface threshold of bare, polished fused silica.^ This result is unusual because thresholds of coated surfaces rarely exceed those of bare surfaces. Figure 10 shows the film thresholds versus physical and optical properties of the films. Thresholds were largest in the films with low refractive index, which (excepting Si02) were all fluorides. Thresholds were also largest in films with low absorption, which were generally the low index films with bandedges below 200 nm. In fact, the correlation between absorption and thresholds was sufficiently strong to suggest that the apparent correlation between threshold and index is accidental. NaF was an exception, being very absorptive, but having a moderately large threshold and scatter. No correlation was observed between stress and damage threshold.
Our results are generally similar to those of Newnam and Gill 0 who used 22 ns, 266 nm pulses to test single layers of six oxide materials and three fluoride materials, and those of Walker, et.al.,1" who tested films of six oxides and three fluorides with 15 ns, 266 nm pulses. Among these three studies, both the ordering and actual threshold values vary considerably, confirming that it is difficult to establish true comparisons of materials in thin-film form. The general correlation between high thresholds and low refractive indices is present in all three studies. This correlation was first observed by Turner,H and later developed into the form of a scaling law by Bettis, et.al.lŜ The scaling law predicts some of the results of the three UV damage studies. However, it is based on the premise that thresholds should scale according to the strength of the local electric field, and would not be applicable if linear absorption were the dominant mechanism for damage.
Although the material characteristic responsible for damage in a given material is not known, trends in the entire set of data identify the characteristics that are associated with good resistance to damage by 248 nm irradiation.
The film material should have low refractive index, low absorption, bandedge located at a wavelength well below 248 nm, good cosmetic appearance, and good environmental stability when exposed to high humidity. For single layer films, stress did not influence thresholds, but this does not necessarily imply that film stress will be unimportant in multilayer coatings.
High reflectivity coatings. FR coatings of 13 high index/low index combinations were deposited.
Four coatings of each material combination were made, two in each of two coating runs.
Each coating had a minimum of 15 quarterwave -thick layers and was overcoated with a halfwave -thick layer of the low index material used in the reflector stack.
The coatings were deposited on conventionally -polished substrates of BK -7 glass.
Damage thresholds of these HR. coatings are shown in Fig. 11 . Coatings with the lowest thresholds contained the high index materials Zr02 and Th02, which had the lowest thresholds as single layers.
In contrast, the low index material Na3A1F6 had a low threshold as a single layer, but when combined with A1203, produced a reflector with moderate threshold. Reflectors of Sc203 /MgF2 and MgO/LiF had the highest thresholds, the median values being, respectively, 5.6 and 7.0 J /cm . An interesting, but not understood, fact is that the highest HR coating thresholds were considerably higher than the thresholds of single layers of the high index materials, and considerably less than thresholds of single layers of the low index materials. 
Laser-damage thresholds of haIfwave-thick films measured with 248 nro, 20 ns
The scaling law predicts some of the results of the three UV damage studies. However, it is based on the premise that thresholds should scale according to the strength of the local electric field, and would not be applicable if linear absorption were the dominant mechanism for damage.
Although the material characteristic responsible for damage in a given material is not known, trends in the entire set of data identify the characteristics that are associated with good resistance to damage by 248 nm irradiation. The film material should have low refractive index, low absorption, bandedge located at a wavelength well below 248 nm, good cosmetic appearance, and good environmental stability when exposed to high humidity. For single layer films, stress did not influence thresholds, but this does not necessarily imply that film stress will be unimportant in multilayer coatings.
High reflectivity coatings . HP, coatings of 13 high index/low index combinations were deposited. Four coatings of each material combination were made, two in each of two coating runs. Each coating had a minimum of 15 quarterwave-thick layers and was overcoated with a halfwave -thick layer of the low index material used in the reflector stack. The coatings were deposited on conventionally-polished substrates of BK-7 glass.
Damage thresholds of these HR. coatings are shown in Fig. 11 . Coatings with the lowest thresholds contained the high index materials Zr02 and ThOp, which had the lowest thresholds as single layers. In contrast, the low index material Na^AlFfc had a low threshold as a single layer, but when combined with A1203, produced a reflector with moderate threshold. Reflectors of Sc2(>3/MgF2 and MgO/LiF had the highest thresholds, the median values being, respectively, 5.6 and 7.0 J/cm^. An interesting, but not understood, fact is that the highest HR coating thresholds were considerably higher than the thresholds of single layers of the high index materials, and considerably less than thresholds of single layers of the low index materials. 
nm damage threshold results

Fused silica and KDP crystals
Damage thresholds of fused silica and KDP crystals were measured by Staggs and Rainer.li Fused silica is the only glass so far demonstrated to be capable of transmitting 355 nm beams at intensities of 2 -5 GW /cm2 without exhibiting nonlinear absorption or being discolored by solarization.14 The samples of fused silica tested were made of three types of highly pure flame-fusion silica, and two materials made from naturally occurring quartz. These materials are listed in Table 2 . Surfaces were polished by several vendors with commercially available cerium oxide abrasives. Surface damage thresholds for 22 samples tested, given in Fig. 12 , ranged from 1 -14 J /cm2, but there was no obvious relationship between thresholds and the type of silica. Instead, thresholds at 355 nm seemed to depend solely on the polishing history. To illustrate this point, Fig. 13 is a histogram of thresholds measured on 12 samples including four types of silica polished by one vendor. The thresholds are closely grouped with a median of almost 10 J/cmL.
Further, when these surfaces were etched with HF acid, the etched surface was essentially featureless. By contrast, etching samples with low thresholds revealed significant subsurface structure. Therefore, it is likely that low thresholds on some surfaces resulted from incorporation of polishing material into the Figure 11 . Laser damage thresholds (20 ns, 248 nm) of quarterwave-stack multilayer highly reflecting coatings made from 13 combinations of high-index and low-index materials.
nm damage threshold results
Fused silica and KDP crystals
Damage thresholds of fused silica and KDP crystals were measured by Staggs and Rainer.13 Fused silica is the only glass so far demonstrated to be capable of transmitting 355 nm beams at intensities of 2-5 GW/cm^ without exhibiting nonlinear absorption or being discolored by solarization.14 The samples of fused silica tested were made of three types of highly pure flame-fusion silica, and two materials made from naturally occurring quartz. These materials are listed in Table 2 . Surfaces were polished by several vendors with commercially available cerium oxide abrasives. Surface damage thresholds for 22 samples tested, given in Fig. 12 , ranged from 1-14 J/cm^, but there was no obvious relationship between thresholds and the type of silica. Instead, thresholds at 355 nm seemed to depend solely on the polishing history. To illustrate this point, Fig. 13 is a histogram of thresholds measured on 12 samples including four types of silica polished by one vendor. The thresholds are closely grouped with a median of almost 10 J/cm^. Further, when these surfaces were etched with HF acid, the etched surface was essentially featureless. By contrast, etching samples with low thresholds revealed significant subsurface structure. Therefore, it is likely that low thresholds on some surfaces resulted from incorporation of polishing material into the surface. The measurements of bulk damage thresholds in KDP crystals were made with a weakly convergent beam whose intensity did not vary significantly along the 2 cm path length through the crystal.
Bulk damage can be observed in such experiments only when the threshold for hulk damag is less than the front surface damage threshold, which is generally true for KDP.ID The hulk damage produced in KDP by 355 nm beams consisted of isolated microfractures, whose volume density depended on the quality of the crystal and the fluence.
In the best crystals, at fluences near threshold, only one or two microfractures were created.
In some crystals with low thresholds, there were hundreds of microfractures per cubic centimeter in a trail filling the entire beam path.
Damage thresholds measured in 1 -on -1 and n -on -1 testsls of KDP crystals are given in Fig. 14 . The crystals were samples taken from large boules grown to provide large aperture crystals for harmonic converters on NOVA.
The median 1 -on -1 and n -on -1 thresholds of these crystals were, respectively, 2.3 and 4.2 Vern'.
Therefore, repetitive subthreshold irradiation of test volumes with 355 nm pulses produced an average increase in damage thresholds.
High reflectivity coatings
Multilayer HR coatings of various materials were tested, as well as the effects of overcoat layers and the use of nonquarterwave layers to suppress the standing wave electric fields in either the high or low index material.lb
The first set of coatings tested the commonly used high refractive index materials Zr02, Ta205 and Hf02 which are transparent at 355 nm. The low index material for all coatings was Si02. All coatings were composed of 15 quarterwave thick layers centered at 355 nm.
Eight coatings of each material combination were prepared and tested; four had a halfwave thick overcoat of SiO2 and the other four had no overcoat. To test reproducibility of coatings from run to run, two coatings of each type were prepared in each of two coating runs.
The damage threshold measurements are shown in Fig. 15 . The median threshold in J /cm2 for (overcoated /nonovercoated) samples are: (2.4/3.0) for Zr02 /S102, (1.9/2.5) for Ta205/SiO2 and (1.1 /1.1) for Hf02 /Si02.
In all cases, the samples without overcoats had thresholds which were equal to or greater than the companion overcoated sample. This result is counter to previous experience with HR coatings for 1064 nm and 248 nm wavelength. 
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The measurements of bulk damage thresholds in KDP crystals were made with a weakly convergent beam whose intensity did not vary significantly along the 2 cm path length through the crystal. Bulk damage can be observed in such experiments only when the threshold for bulk damage is less than the front surface damage threshold, which is generally true for KDP.^5 The bulk damage produced in KDP by 355 nm beams consisted of isolated microfractures, whose volume density depended on the quality of the crystal and the fluence. In the best crystals, at fluences near threshold, only one or two microfractures were created. In some crystals with low thresholds, there were hundreds of microfractures per cubic centimeter in a trail filling the entire beam path.
Damage thresholds measured in 1-on-l and n-on-1 testsl-of KDP crystals are given in Fig. 14 . The crystals were samples taken from large boules grown to provide large aperture crystals for harmonic converters on NOVA. The median 1-on-l and n-on-1 thresholds of these crystals were, respectively, 2.3 and 4.2 J/cm^. Therefore, repetitive subthreshold irradiation of test volumes with 355 nm pulses produced an average increase in damage thresholds.
High reflectivity coatings
Multilayer HR coatings of various materials were tested, as well as the effects of overcoat layers and the use of nonquarterwave layers to suppress the standing wave electric fields in either the high or low index material.1°T
he first set of coatings tested the commonly used high refractive index materials Zr02, Ta205 and Hf02 which are transparent at 355 nm. The low index material for all coatings was SiOp, All coatings were composed of 15 quarterwave thick layers centered at 355 nm. Eight coatings of each material combination were prepared and tested; four had a halfwave thick overcoat of SiOo and the other four had no overcoat. To test reproducibility of coatings from run to run, two coatings of each type were prepared in each of two coating runs.
The damage threshold measurements are shown in Fig. 15 . The median threshold in J/cm^ for (overcoated/nonovercoated) samples are: (2.4/3.0) for ZrOp/SiOp, (1.9/2.5) for Ta205/Si02 and (I.I/I.I) for Hf02/Si02. In all cases, the samples without overcoats had thresholds which were equal to or greater than the companion overcoated sample. This result is counter to previous experience with HR coatings for 1064 nm and 248 nm wavelength. Bulk damage thresholds (0.6 -ns, 355 -nm pulses) of KDP samples from large boules. For the 1. -on -1 tests samples were irradiated once at each site; for n -on -1 tests samples were irradiated at a particular site with sequentially higher fluences until damage occurred. Coatings of Sc203 /MgF2, which had been found to have high damage thresholds for 248 nm pulses, were also tested at 355 nm. A total of 24 coatings were prepared, each consisting of 25 quarterwave -thick layers. Coatings were deposited in two coating runs; one with substrate temperature of 150 C and the other at 250 C. In each run, four coatings received no overcoat, four received a halfwave overcoat of Sá02 and four a halfwave overcoat of MgF2. All coatings had excellent cosmetic appearance with no visible defocts and reflectance greater than .09.5% at 355 nm.
The damage threshold results for these coatings are summarized in Fig. lh . Damage thresholds were not improved by the addition of overcoat layers and thresholds of the coatings deposited at 250 r were higher than for those deposited at 150 C. Both results agree with tests of other coating materials at 355 nm and disagree with results from studies of coatings for 248 nm or 1064 nm. Figure 14 . Bulk damage thresholds (0.6-ns, 355-nm pulses) of KDP samples from large boules. For the 1-on-l tests samples were irradiated once at each site; for n-on-1 tests samples were irradiated at a particular site with sequentially higher fluences until damage occurred. Coatings of Scp03/MgF2, which had been found to have high damage thresholds for 248 nn pulses, were also tested at 355 nm. A total of 24 coatings were prepared, each consisting of 25 quarterwave-thick layers. Coatings were deposited in two coating runs; one with substrate temperature of 150 C and the other at 250 C. In each run, four coatings received no overcoat, four received a halfwave overcoat of SiO? and four a halfwave overcoat of MgF?. All coatings had excellent cosmetic appearance with no visible delVets and reflectance greater than 99.5% at 355 nm.
The damage threshold results for these coatings are summarized in Fig. 16 . Damage thresholds were not improved by the addition of overcoat layers and thresholds of the coatings deposited at 250 r were higher than for those deposited at 150 C. Both results agree with tests of other coating materials at 355 nm and disagree with results from studies of coatings for 248 nm or 1064 nm. Subsequently, 24 HR coatings were prepared consisting of 10 alternating layers of Sc203 and Si02 followed by 11 alternating layers of Sc203 and MgF2 and a halfwave -thick MgF2 overcoat.
Some of these coatings had nonquarterwave outer layers with thicknesses chosen to suppress the internal standing wave intensity in either the high index or low index layers. Use of nonquarterwave layers in AR coatings was initiated by DeBe11,17 and subsequently discussed by Newnam18 and Apfe119.
Measured thresholds for these 24 coatings, shown in Fig. 17 , varied systematically as anticipated from the alterations made in the thickness of the outer coating layers.
The median threshold for standard Sc203 /MgF2 quarterwave stacks was 3.6 J /cm2, which is slightly higher than those measured on HR coatings made using Zr02, Hf02 or Ta205.
Reducing the thickness of one low index layer in the Sc203 /MgF2 coating increased the field in the Sc203 and reduced the threshold. Reducing the intensity in one çr two outer, high index layers increased thresholds. The median threshold of 5.1 J/cmL for coatings with two modified layers is the highest threshold for an HR coating observed thus far for 0.6 ns, 355 nm pulses. Therefore, a basic reflector was fabricated of Zr02 /Si02, and SmF3 was used to replace the Zr02 in the outer layers, which are the only layers that are intensely irradiated. OCLI provided 12 coatings, each of which contained 15 alternating layers of ZrO2 and Si02.
One or two pairs of either SmF3 /Si02 or of SmF3 /MgF2 were added and all of the coatings received a halfwave thick overcoat of Sì02. Thresholds for these coatings, given in Subsequently, 24 HR coatings were prepared consisting of 10 alternating layers of and Si02 followed by 11 alternating layers of Sc203 and MgF2 and a halfwave-thick MgF2 overcoat. Some of these coatings had nonquarterwave outer layers with thicknesses chosen to suppress the internal standing wave intensity in either the high index or low index layers. Use of nonquarterwave layers in AR coatings was initiated by DeBell,17 and subsequently discussed by Newnaml^ an(fj Apfel^^.
Measured thresholds for these 24 coatings, shown in Fig. 17 , varied systematically as anticipated from the alterations made in the thickness of the outer coating layers. The median threshold for standard Sc203/MgF2 quarterwave stacks was 3.6 J/cm?, which is slightly higher than those measured on HR coatings made using Zr02, Hf02 or Ta205. Reducing the thickness of one low index layer in the Sc203/MgF2 coating increased the field in the Sc203 and reduced the threshold. Reducing the intensity in one or two outer, high index layers increased thresholds. The median threshold of 5.1 J/cm^ for coatings with two modified layers is the highest threshold for an HR coating observed thus far for 0.6 ns, 355 nm pulses.
The last material combinations evaluated for HR coatings were SmF3/MgF2 and SmF3/Si02-Films of SmF3 are highly stressed and crazing frequently occurs in HR coatings made with either SmF3/Si02 or SmF3/MgF2-Therefore, a basic reflector was fabricated of Zr02/Si02, and SmF3 was used to replace the Zr02 in the outer layers, which are the only layers that are intensely irradiated. OCLI provided 12 coatings, each of which contained 15 alternating layers of Zr02 and Si02-One or two pairs of either SmF3/Si02 or of SmF3/MgF2 were added and all of the coatings received a halfwave thick overcoat of Si02« Thresholds for these coatings, given in Fig. 18 , were comparable to those measured for HR coatings made of either Zr02/Si02 or of Ta205/Si02. Overcoats were ineffective in improving thresholds. 
Antireflection coatings
Fifteen different AR coatings of two basic types were studied by Hart et.a1.20 Coatings of the first type were conventional four-layer, non -quarterwave designs with alternating layers of materials with high refractive index and low refractive index. Coatings of the second type were composed of two different low index materials using three-to six -layer quarterwave designs. The high index materials (Sc203, Zr02, and Hf02) were chosen because they are UV transparent and commonly used in the industry. The low index materials (LiF, MgF2, Si02, ThF4, LaF3, and SmF3) were chosen because they had high damage thresholds when tested as single layers at 248 nm as described above.
All coatings were deposited by electron beam evaporation on bowl -feed polished Suprasil II fused silica substrates. Only bowl -feed polished substrates were used for this study because coatings on this type of substrate historically have higher damage thresholds than similar coatings on conventionally -polished substrates. 21 The results of the laser damage threshold measurements are summarized in Figs. 19 and 20 and in Table 3 . As seen in Fig. 19 , the average damage thresholds for the high index coatings were essentially the same (2.4 -2.6 J /cm2) except for the Sc203 /MgF2 coatings, which had an average threshold of 3.1 J /cmz, and one coating had a threshold of 3.5 J /cm2. Low index 1.0 tSee description of high and low index coatings in the text.
As seen in Fig. 20 the average damage thresholds for the low index coatings (with the exception of LaF3 /MgF2] were distributed over the range 1.9 -2.8 J /cm2. Coatings of SmFl /MgF2 had the highest average thresholds (2.8 J /cm2).
The highest damage threshold was 3.4 J /cm2 for a SmF3 /S102 coating.
The addition of a halfwave Sá02 overcoat to the S102 /LiF did not increase its damage threshold to any significant degree.
Pulsewidth scaling of damage thresholds
The aependenq of damage thresholds at 355 nm on the laser pulse duration was studied by Rainer et.al.L1 Pulses with durations of 1, 5 and á ns were used to test an assortment of AR and HR coatings that had been previously tested with 0.6 ns, 355 nm pulses.
The pulses were sliced from longer pulses by a Pockels cell shutter, so prior to amplification they had identical rise and fall times. After being amplified and harmonically converted, the 1 ns pulses had nearly Caussian waveforms. The longer pulses 
Antlreflection coatings
Fifteen different AR coatings of two basic types were studied by Hart et .al * 2 0 Coatings of the first type were conventional four-layer, non-quarterwave designs with alternating layers of materials with high refractive index and low refractive index. Coatings of the second type were composed of two different low index materials using three-to six-layer quarterwave designs. The high index materials (ScpC^, Zr02, and HfOp) were chosen because they are UV transparent and commonly used in the industry. The low index materials (LiF, MgF2, SiOp,, ThF4, LaF3, and SmF3) were chosen because they had high damage thresholds when tested as single^ layers at 248 nm as described above.
All coatings were deposited by electron beam evaporation on bowl -feed polished Suprasil II fused silica substrates. Only bowl-feed polished substrates were used for this study because coatings on this type of substrate historically have higher damage thresholds than similar coatings on conventionally-polished substrates . 21 The results of the laser damage threshold measurements are summarized in Figs. 19 and 20 and in Table 3 . As seen in Fig. 19 , the average damage thresholds for the high index coatings were essentially the same (2.4 -2.6 J/cm 2 ). except for the Sc203/MgF2 coatings, which had an average threshold of 3.1 J/cm 2 , and one coating had a threshold of 3.5 J/cm 2 . As seen in Fig. 20 , the average damage thresholds for the low index coatings (with the exception of LaF3/MgF2) were distributed over the range 1.9 -2.8 J/cm 2 . Coatings of SmF3/MgF2 had the highest average thresholds (2.8 J/cm 2 ). The highest damage threshold was 3.4 J/cm 2 for a SmF3/Si02 coating. The addition of a halfwave SiO? overcoat to the Si.02/LiF did not increase its damage threshold to any significant degree.
Pulsewidth scaling of damage thresholds
The dependence of damage thresholds at 355 nm on the laser pulse duration was studied by Painer et .al . 22 Pulses with durations of 1, 5 and 9 ns were used to test an assortment of AR and HR coatings that had been previously tested with 0.6 ns, 355 nm pulses. The pulses were sliced from longer pulses by a Pockels cell shutter, so prior to amplification they had identical rise and fall times. After being amplified and harmonically converted, the 1 ns pulses had nearly Gaussian waveforms. The longer pulses
Zr02/Si02 Hf02/Si02
Sc203/Si0Z Sc203/MgF2 were approximately rectangular, but distorted by gain saturation in laser amplifiers and the nonlinear process of harmonic conversion. At the highest fluences used in these measurements, intensity at the trailing edge of the pulse was about one -half as large as that at the leading edge.
Thresholds measured as a function of pulse duration are shown in Fig. 21 . Circled numbers in Fig. 21 identify the sample associated with each set of data. The samples are described in Table 4 .
The data in Fig. 21 were fitted to a simple power law which assumed that threshold T varied with pulse duration t according to T =ktm.
For five high reflectors, m ranged from 0.10 to 0.51 and averaged 0.32. For four antireflective coatings, m ranged from 0.19 to 0.35 and averaged 0.27. were approximately rectangular, but distorted by gain saturation in laser amplifiers and the nonlinear process of harmonic conversion. At the highest fluences used in these measurements, intensity at the trailing edge of the pulse was about one-half as large as that at the leading edge.
Thresholds measured as a function of pulse duration are shown in Fig. 21 . Circled numbers in Fig. 21 identify the sample associated with each set of data. The samples are described in Table 4 . The data in Fig. 21 were fitted to a simple power law which assumed that threshold T varied with pulse duration t according to T=ktm . For five high reflectors, m ranged from 0.10 to 0.51 and averaged 0.32. For four antireflective coatings, m ranged from 0.19 to 0.35 and averaged 0.27. Lines are curves fit to the data. Numerals identify samples listed in Table 4 . Table 4 .
Values of m measured in other 355 nm damage experiments span the range -0.05 < m < 0.74, although most are between 0.3 and 0.4. 3>
These earlier tests were primarily for single layer coatings, but the results are in general agreement with the results obtained in tests of multilayer coatings. However, the range of observed scaling factors is so large that the data provide little insight into the mechanism responsible for damage, and conversely, there is no readily apparent scaling rule that can be used to extrapolate thresholds.
Damage threshold dependence on film layer thickness An experiment was performed to study the relationship between layer thickness in 355 nm four layer Sc203 /Sí02 AR coatings and thresholds of the coatings. 22 Some layers in conventional 355 nm AR coatings are less than 40 nm in thickness, and it was thought possible that such thin layers might be mechanically weak.
Secondarily, the experiment provided an excellent evaluation of a K9cent theory which suggests that thresholds should increase as layer thickness decreases.
All of the coatings contained two Sc203 layers and two Si02 layers. In a given design, the thickness was different for each of the four layers.
Among the four designs, optical thickness T for all layers in a given design satisfied the following conditions: A. T > X, B. X > T > a /4, C. T ti X /4, and D. T < X /4, where X is 355 nm. Each coating was deposited over e silica undercoat layer which was a fullwave in optical thickness for design A and a halfwave in optical thickness for designs B, C and D.
The coatings were deposited by electron beam evaporation on fused silica substrates that had been bowl -feed polished at OCLI.
Two coating runs were made for each design, and three substrates were coated in each run. Values of m measured in other 355 nm damage experiments span the range -0.05 < m <, 0.74, although most are between 0.3 and 0.4.23,24,25 These earlier tests were primarily for single layer coatings, but the results are in general agreement with the results obtained in tests of multilayer coatings. However, the range of observed scaling factors is so large that the data provide little insight into the mechanism responsible for damage, and conversely, there is no readily apparent scaling rule that can be used to extrapolate thresholds.
Damage threshold dependence on film layer thickness An experiment was performed to study the relationship between layer thickness in 355 nm four layer Sc203/Si02 AR coatings and thresholds of the coatings. 22 Some layers in conventional 355 nm AR coatings are less than 40 nm in thickness, and it was thought possible that such thin layers might be mechanically weak. Secondarily, the experiment provided an excellent evaluation of a recent theory which suggests that thresholds should increase as layer thickness decreases. 2Â ll of the coatings contained two Sc203 layers and two Si02 layers. In a given design, the thickness was different for each of the four layers. Among the four designs, optical thickness T for all layers in a given design satisfied the following conditions: A. T j> X, B. X >_ T >_ X/4, C. T % X/4, and D. T < X/4, where X is 355 nm. Each^coating was deposited over a silica undercoat layer which was a fullwave in optical thickness for design A and a halfwave in optical thickness for designs B, C and D.
The coatings were deposited by electron beam evaporation on fused silica substrates that had been bowl-feed polished at OCLI. Two coating runs were made for each design, and three substrates were coated in each run. This study showed little or no dependence of thresholds on layer thickness.
